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When your nemesis also happens to be your fiancé, happily ever after becomes a lot more complicated in this wickedly funny, lovers-to-enemies-to-lovers romantic comedy debut. Naomi
Westfield has the perfect fiancé: Nicholas Rose holds doors open for her, remembers her restaurant orders, and comes from the kind of upstanding society family any bride would love to be a
part of. They never fight. Theyʼre preparing for their lavish wedding that's three months away. And she is miserably and utterly sick of him. Naomi wants out, but there's a catch: whoever ends
the engagement will have to foot the nonrefundable wedding bill. When Naomi discovers that Nicholas, too, has been feigning contentment, the two of them go head-to-head in a battle of
pranks, sabotage, and all-out emotional warfare. But with the countdown looming to the wedding that may or may not come to pass, Naomi finds her resolve slipping. Because now that they
have nothing to lose, they're finally being themselves̶and having fun with the last person they expect: each other.
Imagine an alien came down to Earth, stuck a probe into a climberʼs brain ‒ one whoʼd been climbing for over thirty years ‒ and then transmogrified the contents into a big book of climbing
tips. Well, 1001 Climbing Tips by Andy Kirkpatrick is just such a book. This is no regular instruction manual ‒ itʼs much more useful than that. This is a massive collection of all those little tips
that make a real difference when at the crag, in the mountains, or when youʼre planning your next big trip. Itʼs for anyone who hangs off stuff, or just hangs around in the mountains. These tips
are based on three decades of climbing obsession, as well as nineteen ascents of El Cap, numerous Alpine north faces, trips to the polar ice caps, and many other scary climbs and
expeditions. The following areas are covered: Basics, Safety, Big Wall, Ice, Mixed, Mountain, Training, and Stuff.
Hidden somewhere, in nearly every major city in the world, is an underground seduction lair. And in these lairs, men trade the most devastatingly effective techniques ever invented to charm
women. This is not fiction. These men really exist. They live together in houses known as Projects. And Neil Strauss, the bestselling author and journalist, spent two years living among them,
using the pseudonym Style to protect his real-life identity. The result is one of the most explosive and controversial books of the last decade̶guaranteed to change the lives of men and
transform the way women understand the opposite sex forever. On his journey from AFC (average frustrated chump) to PUA (pick-up artist) to PUG (pick-up guru), Strauss not only shares
scores of original seduction techniques but also has unforgettable encounters with the likes of Tom Cruise, Britney Spears, Paris Hilton, Heidi Fleiss, and Courtney Love. And then things really
start to get strange̶and passions lead to betrayals lead to violence. The Game is the story of one man's transformation from frog to prince to prisoner in the most unforgettable book of this
generation.
Reviews over 10,000 films, and includes star, director, and theme indexes.
North to You
Orange Coast Magazine
Embracing All the Recent Discoveries in Agricultural Chemistry, and the Use of Mineral, Vegetable and Animal Manures, with Descriptions and Figures of American Insects, Injurious to
Vegetation. Being a Complete Guide for the Cultivation of Every Variety of Garden and Field Crops. Illustrated by Numerous Engravings of Grasses, Grains, Animals, Implements, Insects, Etc
How to Write Comic Strips
The Discerning Film Lover's Guide
A Blind Guide to Normal
This smart and funny fan’s guide to baseball explains the ins and outs of pitching, hitting, running, and fielding, while offering insider trivia and anecdotes that will appeal to anyone—whether you're a major league couch potato,
life-long season ticket-holder, or a beginner. What is the difference between a slider and a curveball? At which stadium did “The Wave” first make an appearance? How do some hitters use iPods to improve their skills? Which
positions are never played by lefties? Why do some players urinate on their hands? Combining the narrative voice and attitude of Michael Lewis with the compulsive brilliance of Schott’s Miscellany, Watching Baseball Smarter
will increase your understanding and enjoyment of the sport–no matter what your level of expertise. Features an glossary of baseball slang, an appendix of important baseball stats, and an appendix of uniform numbers.
Ready or not, here it comes: your retirement years! The third phase in your life. You can look forward to good and interesting times if you're prepared, and Love Your Retirement is packed with helpful, entertaining stories and
lots of real-life advice from hundreds of retirees who are making the most of their golden years. Love Your Retirement lets readers learn about the NEW retirement: the un-retirement, Protirement, encore experience, from
renewment trailblazers. It will introduce the exciting possibilities about how to think about and experience retirement and to hear from ‘hundreds of heads’ who are doing it in this new and satisfying way. Stories are: •
Inspirational • Funny • Touching • Educational Among the topics covered: -How to pick the best time to retire -Home again: learning to live with your spouse 24/7 -A new life: starting fresh in business, love, and family -Back to
school—it's more than being Old Person On Campus -Footloose: traveling your days away -Health: how to stay fit and beat the insurance system -Grandkids: how to be the best grandparent in the world -Volunteering and
Working: staying busy and productive
Looking for a travel guide that goes where other guides fear to tread? One that rides roughshod over ad-copy puffery to smartly deliver the real scoop on a destination's sites and attractions? One that dares to be honest, hip, and
fun? Look no more. Frommer's Irreverent Travel Guides are wickedly irreverent, unabashedly honest, and downright hilarious, and provide an insider's perspective on which attractions are overrated tourist traps and which are
the secret gems that locals love. You'll get the lowdown on restaurants, lodging, and shopping, and even find out what the locals think of you. "Like being taken around by a savvy local," said the New York Times. "Hipper and
savvier than other guides," concurred Diversion magazine. Never shy about confronting the issues, the Irreverents are guides to real travel in the real world. It's said that if you can't have fun at Walt Disney World?, you may
want to check your pulse. But you don't have to be driven mad either by the crowds, the aggressive good cheer, or the gloppy sentiment. With the smart, funny, and straight-shooting Frommer's Irreverent Guide to Walt Disney
World? you won't lose your mind--or your kids. Find out which rides and attractions are really worth seeing--and those you shouldn't waste your time on. Find out which Disney food is really worth eating and which isn't. Get
insider tips on beating the system, such as how to avoid standing in long lines, and how to get a room with a view. With this refreshingly honest guide your trip to the Magic Kingdom will be both supremely manageable and
deliciously fun.
This guide to San Francisco has been created by a team of locally-based writers, consultants and photographers to provide an insider's view on all the best places to eat, drink, shop and party. It also includes a double-sided day
and night map.
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The Best Restaurants, Markets & Local Culinary Offerings
The Trouser Press Guide to '90s Rock
How to Love Your Retirement
The Definitive Guide to Popular Music
A Proven 7 Step System to Go from Single to the Woman of Your Dreams
TLA Film, Video, and DVD Guide 2002-2003

As the eldest of seven children, Esteban Castillo has spent his life protecting others, at home and in the U.S. Marines. Now he leads the construction company
founded by his father, and it thrives under his leadership—until a rivalry with another firm places their livelihood in jeopardy. Love comes in many forms. For Sasha
Vogt, nothing matters more than her two wives, Nandi and Isisa. Together, the women form Houston’s only lion shifter pride, but something is missing from their
lives. No man has ever lasted between the three of them, and they doubt one ever will… until Sasha meets Esteban. Dating multiple women may be a fantasy for
some men, but for Esteban it seems too good to be true. And right now, with someone out to ruin his family name, love should be the least of his worries. This is not a
love triangle, this story does not contain cheating, and all activity between the main characters is 100% consensual. Read on if you dare to delve into the tale of a
healthy polyamorous relationship between three women in love seeking the alpha to complete their pride in the longest Wild Operatives release to date. Keywords:
Polyamory, shifters, shapeshifters, lion shifters, F/F, military romance
Richie “Ryder” Raymond has a gift. He can find the punchline in any situation, even in his limited vision and prosthetic eye. During the past year at Addison School
for the Blind, Ryder’s quick wit earned the respect and friendship of his classmates. Heading to mainstream, or “normal,” school for eighth grade is going to be
awesome. After all, what’s not to like? At Addison, Ryder was everyone’s favorite person. He could make anyone laugh, especially his best friend Alice. So long as he
can be first to make all of the one-eyed jokes, Ryder is sure he’ll fit in just as quick at Papuaville Middle School, home of the Fighting Guinea Pigs. But Alice warns
him fitting in might not be as easy as he thinks. Turns out, Alice was right. In just the first hour of “normal” school, Ryder is attacked by General MacCathur II (aka,
Gramps’s cat), causes his bio teacher to pass out cold, makes an enemy out town hero Max, and falls for Jocelyn, the fierce girl next door who happens to be Max’s
girlfriend. On top of that, Ryder struggles to hold onto his dignity in the face of students’ pity and Gramps’s non-stop practical jokes. Ryder quickly sees the only
thing worse than explaining a joke is being the punchline. But with help from his stuck-in-the-70s Gramps and encouragement from Alice, Ryder finds the strength to
not only fight back, but to make peace. This exciting sequel to A Blind Guide to Stinkville weaves humor, recovery and second chances into an unforgettable story,
with characters who will hook you from page one.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Advertising is a fantastic industry, but actually getting a job (or even your foot in the door) can seem next to impossible. Whether you're a student or a young
professional loaded with questions, this one-of-a-kind guide shows you how to land a job and how to thrive once you're in and the pressure is on. Authors Nancy Vonk
and Janet Kestin are seasoned creative directors and longtime creative partners. In Pick Me, these industry leaders answer your toughest ad career questions, like: Is
advertising right for me? How do I build a killer portfolio? How do I get an interview with the elusive creative director? Should I accept an unpaid internship? How
do I find the right partner? How do I beat creative block? How do I avoid burnout? Plus, fourteen industry superstars share their insights and explain how they broke
into the business. You'll hear from Bob Barrie, Rick Boyko, David Droga, Mark Fenske, Neil French, Sally Hogshead, Mike Hughes, Shane Hutton, Brian Millar, Tom
Monahan, Chuck Porter, Bob Scarpelli, Chris Staples, and Lorraine Tao. Forget the clichés this is advertising as it really is. If you're hell-bent on making it, this
informative guide will put you on track for a career in one of the most exciting businesses on the planet.
The Beat
The Game
Pick Me
The Family Guide to Movies and Videos
Food Lovers' Guide to® San Antonio
The Guide to the Best of Your Life
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
Provides coverage of 8,500 records released since 1990 from 2,300 artists, including critical analysis
In this heartwarming and charming debut from Tif Marcelo, a food truck chef and her long lost Army love clash when they cross paths in San Francisco. Camille Marino has got a full plate. As the sole guardian of
her eighteen-year-old sister and the head chef and owner of a food truck, she’s used to life being a juggling act. With food to cook, social media accounts to manage, and a little sister to look after, she doesn’t have
time for much else. That is, until Drew Bautista walks back into her life. Drew is Camille’s former high school crush and he returns to San Francisco to repair his relationship with his father before he ships out for
deployment. By helping his father renovate his failing Filipino restaurant, he hopes to win back his respect. But when sparks fly between Drew and Camille—his father’s major competition and sworn enemy—Drew is
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conflicted. Should he join his father in the war against her food truck? Or surrender to the woman who’s given him a second chance at love?
The 5:2 fast is one of the easiest and quickest ways for you to lose weight. It works with your body, helping you to burn fat and weight without counting all the calories and while still being able to go on a diet that
works around your schedule. The idea behind this diet plan is that you will pick two days during the week where you will keep your calories low, usually under 500 to 700 for the whole day. As long as these days are
not back to back, they can be any day that you would like. Pick a few days during the week when you are usually really busy and it won't seem so bad. For the other five days of the week, you will be able to eat
regular calories. You should be careful about not going overboard, but if you eat a relatively healthy diet, even if you splurge a little bit on these other five days, you will still end up taking fewer calories thanks to
those two fast days. It is that simple! The hardest part of this diet plan, and many other diet plans, is finding the right recipes to make it work. You want to lose weight, but if you feel deprived all the time, you will
give in to the cravings and never see the results that you want. This is where this guidebook can come in! It will provide you with many satisfying recipes that you are sure to enjoy, all of which can be used for either
your feast or your fast days. Some of the recipes that you can try from this guidebook include: Tuna Tacos Pancakes French Toast with Raspberries Breakfast in a cup Blueberry muffins Strawberry granola Bread
pudding Cheesy Scones Chili And so much more Going on a diet does not have to be difficult or hard to maintain! Check out the 5:2 fast and some of the delicious recipes in this guidebook, and you will be losing
weight without feeling deprived!
A Professional Fan's Guide for Beginners, Semi-experts, and Deeply Serious Geeks
A Quick Guide on Writing Funny Gags and Comic Strip Panels
Glamour
A Good Girl's Guide to Murder
New York Magazine
A Guide for Veterinary Students, Residents, Clinicians, Pathologists, and Biological Researchers

With informative biographies, essays, and "music maps, " this book is the ultimate guide to the best recordings in rhythm and blues. 20 charts.
Arranged in sixteen musical categories, provides entries for twenty thousand releases from four thousand artists, and includes a history of each musical genre.
Reviews over 9,500 films, and includes star, director, genre, country, and theme indexes
A comprehensive critical reference guide for film, video, and DVD discusses both popular movies and independent and international movies; reviews more than ten thousand films,
including films from more than fifty countries; offers five different indexes--by star, director, theme, genre, and national origin--and more. Original. 25,000 first printing.
A Step-by-Step Visual Guide to Building Your Own Computer Games
All Music Guide
The Discerning Film Lover's Guide 2000-2001
TLA Video & DVD Guide 2005
The essential climbers’ guide: from rock, ice and big-wall climbing to diet, training and mountain survival
Spin Alternative Record Guide
The TLA Film, Video & DVD Guide 2002-2003 is the absolutely indispensible guide for the true lover of cinema. By focusing on independent and
international films, and avoiding much of the made-for-TV/made-for-cable/made-for-video dreck, this guide offers more comprehensive coverage of the
films the reader may actually want to rent and see. The guide includes: * Reviews of more than 10,000 films * Four detailed indexes - by star, director,
theme, genre, and country of origin * More than 450 photos throughout * A listing of all the major film awards, TLA Bests and recommended films * A
comprehensive selection of cinema from over 50 countries From one of the finest names in video retailing and a growing rental chain comes the latest
edition of one of the most respected film, video, and DVD guides. The TLA Film, Video & DVD Guide is perfect for anyone whose tastes range from All
About My Mother to Fight Club; from This Is Spinal Tap to Ma Vie en Rose.
From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the digital realm, SPIN surveys the modern musical landscape and the culture
around it with authoritative reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical ear. With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and
informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the energy of today's most innovative sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is
your monthly VIP pass to all that rocks.
Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County¹s most affluent coastal
communities through smart, fun, and timely editorial content, as well as compelling photographs and design. Each issue features an award-winning blend
of celebrity and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and authoritative articles on dining, fashion, home design, and travel. As Orange County¹s only
paid subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation figures guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook
into the county¹s luxe lifestyle.
Scratch 3.0 has landed! Stay ahead of the curve with this fully updated guide for beginner coders. Coding is not only a highly sought-after skill in our
digital world, but it also teaches kids valuable skills for life after school. This book teaches important strategies for solving problems, designing
projects, and communicating ideas, all while creating games to play with their friends. Children will enjoy the step-by-step visual approach that makes
even the most difficult coding concepts easy to master. They will discover the fundamentals of computer programming and learn to code through a blend of
coding theory and the practical task of building computer games themselves. The reason coding theory is taught through practical tasks is so that young
programmers don't just learn how computer code works - they learn why it's done that way. With Coding Games in Scratch, kids can build single and
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multiplayer platform games, create puzzles and memory games, race through mazes, add animation, and more. It also supports STEM education initiatives
and the maker movement. Follow Simple Steps - Improve Your Skills - Share Your Games! If you like playing computer games, why not create your own?
Essential coding concepts are explained using eight build-along game projects. Coding Games In Scratch guides young coders step-by-step, using visual
samples, easy-to-follow instructions, and fun pixel art. This coding book for kids has everything you need to build amazing Scratch 3.0 games, including
thrilling racing challenges, zany platform games, and fiendish puzzles. Follow the simple steps to become an expert coder using the latest version of
the popular programming language Scratch 3.0 in this new edition. Improve your coding skills and create your own games before remixing and customizing
them. Share your games online and challenge friends and family to beat each other's scores! In this book, you will: - Learn about setting the scene,
what makes a good game and playability - Discover objects, rules, and goals - Explore hacks and tweaks, camera angles, fine-tuning and controls - And
much more Computer coding teaches kids how to think creatively, work collaboratively, and reason systematically, and is quickly becoming a necessary and
sought-after skill. DK's computer coding books for kids are full of fun exercises with step-by-step guidance, making them the perfect introductory tools
for building vital skills in computer programming. Add Coding Projects in Scratch and Coding Projects in Python to your collection.
1001 Climbing Tips
SPIN
The All-new Fifth Edition of The Trouser Press Record Guide
All Music Guide to Rock
The American Farmer's Encyclopedia
Coding Games in Scratch

Food Lovers' Guides Indispensable handbooks to local gastronomic delights The ultimate guides to the food scene in their respective states or regions, these books provide the inside scoop on the best places to
find, enjoy, and celebrate local culinary offerings. Engagingly written by local authorities, they are a one-stop for residents and visitors alike to find producers and purveyors of tasty local specialties, as well as a
rich array of other, indispensable food-related information including: • Food festivals and culinary events • Farmers markets and farm stands • Specialty food shops • Places to pick your own produce • One-of-akind restaurants and landmark eateries • Recipes using local ingredients and traditions • The best wineries and brewpubs
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES WITH OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD• Everyone is talking about this addictive must-read mystery with shades of Serial and Making a Murderer
about an investigation turned obsession, full of twists and turns and with an ending you'll never expect. Everyone in Fairview knows the story. Pretty and popular high school senior Andie Bell was murdered by
her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It was all anyone could talk about. And five years later, Pip sees how the tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there was more to
what happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child, and he was always so kind to her. How could he possibly have been a killer? Now a senior herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case for her
final project, at first just to cast doubt on the original investigation. But soon she discovers a trail of dark secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent . . . and the line between past and present begins to blur.
Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip digging around for answers, and now her own life might be in danger. And don't miss the sequel, Good Girl, Bad Blood! "The perfect nail-biting mystery." --Natasha
Preston, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Provides a listing of the top 100 albums in alternative music from the earliest influences to the latest bands, and includes in-depth record reviews
A reference guide to the decade's top trends, performers, and sounds, reviews the most influential albums, provides biographical overviews of key artists, and considers how technology and the Internet have
impacted the industry.
You Deserve Each Other
The Definitive Guide to Rock, Pop, and Soul
Frommer's Irreverent Guide to Walt Disney World
The Dating Playbook for Men
Rockin' Steady
Farm Journal

“How to Write Comic Strips” is a step-by-step guide to help inspiring comic strip writers create their own comic. This guide leads
the reader through the wondrous world of comic writing. The concept of humor is different for different people. The author shows
the reader methods and tips to better understand and deal with these differences. Highlights of this guide include: 1) The many
formats to choose from when writing a comic: • Single Panel • Multi-Panel 2) How find your concept: • Write what you know 3) How
to develop and build great characters: • Bios, Backstory and More 4) Ways to write funny yet tight gags: • How many passes to make
• Refining your words 5) Methods and tips to use to break out of writer’s block: • Fun exercises and routines to do 6) How to find
and communicate with your artist: • Learn how to become a team 7) Market places for your comic: • How to find a home for your
creation 8) New ways to sell and make money from comics: • Expanding and new markets so you can make money 9) Helpful tips: •
Tricks learned after decades in the trade About the Expert Writes his own syndicated comic Working Daze by Universal Press. Art by
Scott Roberts. Each day the comic is viewed by around 250K people. Also writes Maria’s day for Universal. Wrote gags for Tonight
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Show, Joan Rivers show, Chevy Chase show and literally hundreds of comics and magazine. Has sold well over 10K gags. Simpsons and
Fairly Odd Parents and Jimmy Neutron comics. Rugrats comic strip for a year. A seven book humorous, sf, mystery series for Daw
books and Penguin Putnam featuring a futuristic PI Zachary Nixon Johnson and his holographic assistant HARV. The series will
continue on a small press. Pro Se Productions. The series as The Nuclear Bombshell series has been quite successful as Graphic
Audio, Audio Books. Currently writing two successful middle readers for KC Global Enterprises: Diary of a Super Girl (which
remains in the kindle top 10 in class for the year) and the new Adventures of the Once and Future Queen. Writer of numerous video
games and apps. Space Run Galaxy being the most fun. Beat the Boss and Tap Titians and Driving Trump being the biggest sellers.
Apps and games have had millions of downloads and purchases. (You would think he’d be richer.) Looks like he has stuff coming in
Mad in 2018ish. The only person ever to finish in the top three of DC comics Zuda contest four times without ever winning the
contest. HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
This fun-to-read, easy-to-use reference has been completely updated, expanded, and revised with reviews of over 12,000 great
albums by over 2,000 artists and groups in all rock genres. 50 charts.
(Reference). The only guide available that focuses exclusively on this massively popular category, this comprehensive guide to
country music of the last 25 years includes nearly 500 reviews, plus bios and histories, featuring artists from Willie Nelson to
Kenny Chesney.
Is It Worth $15 To Learn How To Meet, Attract and Keep the Women You Most Desire? Is it worth $15 to have access to a proven
strategy that can help turn even the shyest man into an attractive social man capable of dating the women he really wants. Is it
worth $15 to learn how to turn your biggest obstacle (fear of rejection and not being enough) into your #1 asset? To eliminate
your approach anxiety, increase your social confidence, and to develop the single most important trait (no it's not what you
think) required to improve your dating life and relationships. Unlike the other "dating advice" books on the market, the Dating
Playbook For Men isn't packed with fluff and filler content that leaves you even more confused before you picked up the book. No
games. No rah rah motivation. No weird seduction tactics. It's just raw, actionable content designed to turn you into the
strongest version of yourself capable of dating the women you truly desire. It's worked for 1000s of men already so there is no
reason why it cannot work for you too. One word of warning: If you expect a magic "push of a button" formula that will require no
effort on your part then you are completely mistaken and you may want to exit this page. What you will receive is a mindset shift
and a Proven 7 Step Strategy that will give you the courage to take action and change not only your dating life - but who you are
as a man, which will positively affect every other aspect of your life as a bonus. Inside this action packed book you're about to
learn: How to deepen your masculine polarity to become a stronger Grounded Man. How to understand what women really want and
desire at their core from men. How to build an adventurous social life that women can't get enough of. How to go out, meet women
and get them to chase you without being needy. How to go from getting her phone number to the setting up the first date. How to
have a perfect first, second and third date - and beyond. How to naturally transition from dating and into a relationship. How to
have a happy and loving relationship and be the Grounded Man that she'll want to be with and won't cheat on. Now let me ask you a
question... Where will you be in 30 days? Will you be in the same old situation, scared of talking to women, desiring the girl you
saw at the coffee shop or gym, but being crippled by your approach anxiety. Or will you be a man of purpose. A man who doesn't
hesitate when he sees a woman he desires, and has a calendar filled with exciting dates with beautiful women who are fighting for
your attention? It's up to you. If you spent $15 and all it did was finally... Make you a confident grounded man who goes after
what he wants in life.... Would it be worth it? Help you overcome your fear of approaching women... Would it be worth it? Have
weekends packed with adventurous social activities with fun and beautiful women.... Would it be worth it? Stop you from
experiencing a heart wrenching breakup that steals years away from your life.... Would it be worth it? Join Andrew Ferebee now on
the greatest adventure you'll ever have and one that every man must fully commit to at least once in their lives. This is your
time. You're going to like the man you become after reading this book. 1000s of men live by it.
Breaking Into Advertising and Staying There
A Guide to Basketball & Cool
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Penetrating the Secret Society of Pickup Artists
Watching Baseball Smarter
The Necropsy Book
Contemporary Country
For millions of basketball fans in the 1970s, Walt “Clyde” Frazier defined the word cool. An iconic piece of basketball history and sports journalism, this meticulously documented account tells the story of one of the greatest point guards
in NBA history and how he led the Knicks to their only two championships with a style and flair that was wholly his own. Now, three decades later, Rockin’ Steady is back with an all-new introduction, afterword, and everything that
made it one of the most unusual sports books of all time.
The Love Hypothesis
The New Rolling Stone Album Guide
Texas Pride
TLA Film and Video Guide
All Music Guide to Soul
5:2 Fast Diet: Lose Weight With Intermittent Fasting Recipes Cookbook Easy Meals For Beginners Guide: Fast Diet Cookbook Lose Weight Program Recipes
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